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Abstract: Two-dimensional linear elasticity problems are approximately solved by a mixed finite-element method 
based on Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces; maximum-norm error estimates of optimal rate and almost optimal 
regularity are derived for the displacement field, and of optimal regularity and almost optimal rate for the stress 
tensor. The superconvergence of the approximate displacement field to the L2-projection of the actual one is 
established. 
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Introduction 
The numerical solution of linear plane elasticity problems has been analyzed by many authors 
(see, for example, [1,3,6] among the recent ones). Maximum-norm error estimates can be found 
in [3] for the displacement field but not for the stress tensor. Nitsche has also derived such 
estimates using weighted L*-norms. 
The mixed finite-element method is especially well suited for the approximate solution of 
elasticity problems since it calculates directly an approximate stress tensor with the same degree 
of accuracy as that of the approximate displacement field. Arnold [2] proposed a new mixed 
formulation of the differential problem which allows the use of asymmetric tensors instead of 
symmetric ones (as required in all the classical weak formulations, mixed or not). Hence, this 
method is easier to implement computationally by using Cartesian products of 
Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec elements or Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements [4]. 
In the present work we combine the weighted norms of Nitsche [lo] with ideas of Scholz [12] 
and of Kwon and Milner [7] to derive optimal error estimates both for the displacement and the 
stress in the mixed formulation of [2], and a new “ superconvergent” estimate for the approxi- 
mate displacement to a projection of the actual one. 
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we present some definitions and the 
notation we shall use. In Section 2 we formulate the mixed finite-element method and derive 
error equations; in the following one we derive an L”-error estimate for the displacement field 
which is not optimal in regularity. In Section 4 we derive an almost optimal Lm-error estimate 
for the stress tensor and, finally, in Section 5, we use this estimate to obtain an optimal one for 
the displacement. 
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1. Notation and definitions 
Let fi c R2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary a&?. We shall denote by LP( In) 
(LP( afi)), WrnvP( 52) ( Wrn,P( ati)), and H”( s2) (H”( aa)), respectively, the standard LP-spaces, 
LP-based Sobolev spaces, and L2-based Sobolev spaces. The domain fi will be omitted many 
times in the preceding notation. The corresponding norms will be denoted by 
II . II m,p = II . II wm+(o)~ II * II i- = II . II H’(Q), 
I . I m,p = II . II wm+(af2)7 I ’ I r = II . II w(ai2)’ 
For any space of scalar functions X we shall denote by X the space of vector valued functions in 
X2 and by X the space of tensor valued functions in X2x2. The subspace of second order 
symmetric tensors of X will be denoted by X,. Also, for a scalar u E X let vu denote its 
gradient; for a vector u let VU be the tensor with ith row equal to vui, and let V. u be the 
divergence of U. For a tensor 7, let div T be the vector with components div TV, where 7; is the i th 
row of 7. If B is a fourth-order tensor (respectively, a second-order tensor) and x is a 
second-order tensor (respectively, a vector), we shall denote by BX their product, which is a 
second-order tensor (respectively, a vector). Let 
V= L2(Q), H = H(div, fi) = { TELL: div TELL}. 
Forh>Olet {Th}h40 be a quasi-regular family of partitions of Q by triangles or rectangles; 
that is, there exists (Ye > 0 so that, for every h it is verified that minimum angle of K > a0 and 
diameter of K d h, for all K E T,, (the boundary elements are allowed to have one curvilinear 
edge). Let k 2 0 be an integer and let S,, x W, be the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec space of index 
k associated with Th [5,9,11]. Let now 
vh = s, > H,={7~H:7,~W~,l~i~2}. 
For vectors J/ and x we shall denote by \cI. x their standard Euclidean 12-inner product, which 
for tensors Jc and x will be denoted by Jc : x. 
Let (x, 4) denote, respectively, lQ x$ dx, lQ x * I) d x, or /a x : I/J dx, according to whether 
x, + E X, x, # E X, or x, I/J E X. The notation ( , ) will be used both for the L*(aQ)-inner 
product and to indicate the duality between WmsP(aQ) and W-“,P\,Q). 
We shall make use of the L*-orthogonal projection P : V + V, given by Ph x P,,, where Ph is 
defined by 
(p,u - u, x) = 0, u=*(fi), XESh, 0.1) 
and also of the Raviart-Thomas projection 7~ : H -+ H, given by 7~~ X ?T,,, where “h is defined in 
[111. 
Note that (1.1) also holds for Ph, v E L*, and x E S, replaced, respectively, by P, 2) E V, and 
x E Vh. The following approximation properties of P and 7~ are known (see [5,8], for example): 
II PO - 2) II 0,q d Q II VII qqhS O<s<k+l, VE vn ws,q(fi), 0 -2) 
II Pv - 21 II -r,q G Q II ~11 s,qhr+s, O<r, s<k+l, VE vn W,q(L?), (1.3) 
II 7~7 - 7 II o,q G Q II 7 II s,qhs, l/q<s<k+l, 7 E H n Ws,q(fi). (1.4 
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Throughout the paper, C, K, and Q will denote constants which depend on 52 and on the 
coefficients of the differential equation only (unless some other dependence is explicitly indi- 
cated). Let us recall [ll] that 
div 0 7~ = P 0 div : H + Vh, and divH,= V,,. WI 
For the derivation of the La-estimates we shall also assume that the family of partitions of a 
is quasi-uniform. 
2. The mixed finite-element method 
We consider the problem of linear-plane elasticity of finding the displacement field u and the 
stress tensor u satisfying 
( 
u = I%(u), in 1(2, 
diva=f, in a, (24 
u= -g, on as2, 
where f is the imposed force, e(u) = i( VU + ( VU)~) is the Euler strain tensor and E = E(x) is 
a linear function from the space of second-order tensors into the space of second-order 
symmetric tensors (that is, E is a fourth-order tensor satisfying eiJkl = ejik,, called the elasticity 
tensor). We shall assume E is itself symmetric (self-adjoint), that is, 
e, jkl = eikji (or, equivalently, e, jkl = ekl, j). 
For a homogeneous isotropic medium and for 7 symmetric we have 
ET = 2p.7 + X tr( r)6, 
where 6 is the unit (identity) second-order tensor and h > 0 and p >, 0 are the Lame constants. 
Following Arnold [2] we let 
p = u + w(div u)6 - We = (E - wD)vu, 
where w > 0 and, for any second order tensor T, 
Or= -tr(7)6+rT 
is its deviatoric. 
(2.2) 
We shall assume that E is L2-coercive over H, and uniformly bounded (in particular, it is also 
positive definite), that is, 
a0 II r 1102 G (7, E(44 G (3 II 7 ILL 
for any symmetric 7, where (Ye, (Ye > 0 are independent of X. Taking w = ia0 in (2.2) it follows 
[2] that 
B=E- $x,D 
is also bounded positive definite, but over all H (not just H,). Let A be its inverse. That is, 
A( E - fa,D)~ = (E - $Y,D)AT = T, 
also bounded positive definite over H. 
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The mixed weak formulation of (1.1) we shall use is that of [2]: 
Find (p, u) E H(div, fi) X L2( L2) such that 
( 
(Ap, r) + (diu 7, u) = (g, TV), 7 E H(div, s2), 
(diu P, 4 = (f, 4, I.? E L2(52). 
(2.3) 
Here v denotes the outward unit normal along Cl1(2. Using (2.1) and (2.2) we can express the stress 
tensor (J = +E( Vu + (VU)=) as a function of p as follows: 
CT = $(Ap + (Ap)=j. (2 4 
The discrete version of (2.3) is the mixed finite-element method we shall analyze: 
Find (P,,, uh) E H, x V, such that 
Let now 
5’P_Ph, 5=rP-P,, Y=P-rP, 
q=u-u,, 8=Pu-u,, p=u- Pu. 
Subtracting (2.5) from (2.3) we obtain the following error equations: 
r 
(A& r) + (diu 7, q) = 0, TEHh, 
(diu 6, u) = 0, DE v,. 
Observing that (2.6) and (2.7) imply that 
t={+v and q=fI+fl, 
we can rewrite (2.8) as follows, 
I 
(A[, r) + (diu T, e) = -(Ay, T), ~EH~, 
(diu {, v) = 0, DE vh, 
since (1.1) and (1.5) imply that (diu T, /3) = 0, T E H,, and (diu y, v) = 0, UE Vh. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
3. A maximum-norm error estimate for the displacement 
We shall need a superconvergence result for the approximate displacement field uh to the 
projection Pu of the exact one. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 5 E H. If w E V,, satisfies 
(A[, 7) + (diu 7, w) = 0, TEHh, 
(diu 6, 0) = 0, 9JE v,, 
(3-l) 
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then 
~/wll,,~~~(q)[h*-~~“IIdiu EII~,q+hl1511~.q]r lGq< +O”y 
where Si, is the Kronecker symbol. 
Proof. Let q’ be the conjugate exponent of q. Let $J E Lq’ be arbitrary and let C#B E W2.q’ be the 
solution of 
1 
-diu[BV$] =# in G, 
+=0 on ati. 
(3.2) 
Since this is a strongly elliptic, strictly coercive boundary-value problem the solvability of (3.2) 
is known and, furthermore, it is also known that 
II + II 2,q’ 4 K II + II 0,q” (3.3) 
Let now 
x=0+. (3.4) 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 
II x II 1,q’ G K II 4 II O,q’> (3.5) 
and, integrating (3.4) by parts, we see that 
i 
(x, T)+(diuT,$)=O, TEH, 
(diu Bx, v) = -(#, u), 0VE Vj. 
(3.6) 
Using (3.6), (l.l), (1.5), (3.1), the fact that A and B are bounded, (1.2), (1.4), (3.3) and (3.5) we 
obtain the estimate 
](w, $> I = I(w, diuBx) I = I(w, diu ~Bx) I = I(& ~Bx) I 
G I(& x> I + I(& ~Bx-Bx) I = IW 6, +-J’+) I + I(A5, ~Bx-Bx) I 
G K [ hmin(2Tk+11 II diu E II o,q II+ II 2,q’ + h II E II o,q IIx II 1,qr] 
< K h*-‘oA 
[ II diu E II o,q + h II 5 II o,,] II 4 II o,q’, 
from which the lemma follows immediately. 0 
As indicated in [2], the following L*-error estimate holds for 5: 
]IS]]o~K]Ip]I.hr, l<r<k+l, ifpEH’. (3.7) 
Also, note that (2.9) implies that diu { = 0 and thus, (2.6), (1.5) and (1.2) imply that 
Ildiu EIIO,q= II diu p - diu np II o,q = II diu p - Pdiu p I) o,q 
<K/ldiu P]]‘,~ h’, O<r<k+l if diu pi W’3q. (3.8) 
As a consequence of these last relations and Lemma 3.1 we immediately see that the approximate 
displacement field is superconverging to the projection of the actual one in L*(a). This result is 
entirely analogous to the one for second-order elliptic problems (scalar equations) [5,8]. 
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Corollary 3.1. Let 9 be given by (2.7). Then, for u E H’+1+Rok(i2), 1 < r < k + 1, the following 
relation holds with a constant K independent of h: 
II 8 II 0 G Kh’+l II u II r+1+6,,. 
We are ready to derive and Lm-error estimate for the displacement. 
Theorem 3.1. With q given by (2.7) the following estimate holds ifu E H’+l+‘ok n Wr,oo: 
II 17 IIo,mcKh’[ ll4lr,o+ II~I.+I+~~,,]~ l~r~k+l. 
Proof. The quasi-uniformity of { Th } h ~ o implies the inverse type inequality 
II WII o,mG-*IIwllo, WE v,. 
It follows from (3.9), Lemma 3.1 with w = 8, (2.2), (2.7) (3.7) and (3.8) that 
II 0 II 0,m G $3’ II P II r+s,, 
<Kh’Ilullr+l+SOk, l<r<k+l. 
Decomposing 77 = 8 + j3 the theorem follows from (3.10) and (1.2). 0 
P-9) 
(3.10) 
4. Maximum-norm error estimate for the stress tensor 
We shall introduce now the weighted L2-norms of Nitsche [lo]. Let x0 E n be fixed and let s 
be a positive number. Let 
/A(x)= lx-xo12+s2, XEfi, (4.1) 
and, for any real number a and any function x E L2( 52) let 
II x II a,p = (F”x, xY’2 = II P-“‘2x II 0, (44 
where x can be a scalar, a vector, or a tensor function. The following relations are well known 
[10,12]: 
IIXII I+< Clln ~11’211xllo,oo, xELm, s<l; (4.3) 
if x0 E 2 is chosen so that 11 x 11 o,m = I x(x0) 1, then 
II x II 0,w G Gh-‘s II x II 1,I.L’ s>uh, x E S, or XE w,; (4.4) 
also, for any x E H,, 
II ~-lx - r(K1x) II -I,/, G a-’ II x II l,p. 
We can derive now an Lm-error estimate for the stress tensor. 
(4.5) 
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Theorem 4.1. Let x0 E a be such that 
II 5 II 0,m = II SCxO) II 12= 
and let u E Wr+1+60k D ( ). Then, with the notation of (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6), and E > 0, the following 
estimate holds for sufficiently small h: 
II~II~,~~~~r-~[II~II.+~,,+~o~II~IIr+~,m]~ lgrGk+l. 
Proof. Note that (4.2), the positivity of A, (2.9), (1.5), (4.5) and the boundedness of A imply that 
IIS lllfp = (L P-Y) G JwlL 4) 
= K [ (4, V.-Y) + (4, K’S - WY)] 
= -K[(diu q-l{, 0) + (my, q-l{) - (A{, p-‘{ -rp-‘{)] 
G K[ I (J’ diu KIL 0) I + (1 + hs-‘) II Y II I,~ II 5 II I,~ + hs-’ II S Il I,,] Y 
which for hs-’ sufficiently small gives the estimate 
11511~,~~[ II~lllf~+ IWUP-~L 8) I]. 
In order to bound the last term of (4.6) we shall use the following auxiliary problem. 
Let I be the solution of 
(4.6) 
i 
-diu(BVz) = {p-l, in ti, 
2 = 0, on ati, 
(4.7) 
and let 
x=BVz. 
Note that (2.9) implies that that diu S = 0. Also, as 8 E Vh, it follows from (4.7), (2.7), (Ll), 
(1.5), (2.Q the fact that A is self-adjoint, integration by parts, (1.2), (1.4), and the fact that the 
projections have the same approximation properties in weighted norms as in standard Sobolev 
norms that 
(P diu ,C1{, 0) = (d iv p-l{, t9) = (e, gvp-l) = -(Pq, diu x) 
= -(Pq, P diu x) = -(Pq, diu q) = -(q, div ~TX) 
= (&, “X - x) + (AE, Bvz) = (A& TX - x) + (5, vz) 
= (AE, q - x) - (diu 5, z - Pz) 
G K II E, II ,,,h II 9x II -l,p + II diu E II l,phmin(2,k+11 II g*z II --l,p], 1 (4.8) 
where ZP$ denotes the tensor of mth order derivatives of 4. 
In an entirely analogous way as done in Nitsche [lo] one can show that, for 0 < c +x 1, 
II 9x II -1,p + II g*z II -1,p G cs-I-’ IlXb - x0> II 2,p G es-l-' II s II I#’ (4.9) 
where the constant C depends on c but is independent of h and s. 
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Combining now (4.6) (4.8) (4.9) and (2.6) we see that 
Ilsll;, [ 
< K h2S-2-2c 11 y 111~, + h”‘i”(4,2k+21S-2-2’ 11 diu y lltp + h2sd2-2c II5 IlIr,]~ 
and, choosing now 
h = O(s’+‘) 
sufficiently small, we arrive at the estimate 
II S Ill:/, G K [ II Y I& + hmin’2T2k) II div Y II:,] . 
The theorem now follows from (4.3), (4.4) (1.2) and (1.4). 0 
Remark 4.1. With a little more work one can replace the factor h-’ in the theorem by a factor 
Jlog h 11’2. 
Remark 4.2. With minor modifications in the arguments the result is valid for Brezzi- 
Douglas-Marini spaces in place of Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces. 
Remark 4.3. The result is almost optimal in rate of convergence, and is completely analogous to 
the existing ones for second-order elliptic problems [12]. 
5. An optimal Lm-error estimate for the displacement 
Note that the estimate obtained in Theorem 3.1 is optimal in rate for all k 3 0, but it requires 
more regularity than the minimum needed for approximation only (specifically, it requires the 
boundedness in L2 of one more derivative-two more if k = O-than the ones needed bounded 
in L”). We can remove now this requirement. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < 6 -=x 1. If u E Wr+‘+Sok,“(fi), 1 < r G k + 1, then, for h sufficiently small, 
II VII 0,m G ~h’ll u II r+c+SOk,m. 
Proof. Just as observed for (3.9) we have the inverse bound 
II 8 II 0,cc G mc2” II 0 II 0,2/r, 61) 
and the theorem follows immediately from (2.7), (1.2), (5.1), Lemma 3.1, Theorem 4.1, and (3.8). 
0 
Remark 5.1. Lemma 3.1 can now be extended to the case 4 = cc with an extra factor h-‘ or 
]log h l”2 on the right-hand side. 
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